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ABSTRACT 

A small-scale wave flume was designed and constructed for the Swarthmore College 

Engineering Department. Wave flumes are used in laboratories to conduct studies on fluid 
dynamics, wave theory, sediment transport, and near-shore and ocean processes. The 
wave flume contains an electromechanically driven piston-type wave-maker to generate 

water waves. The wave flume is constructed from 'h in. thick Plexiglass® sheets and 
utilizes part of a tank previously constructed and in storage. The 23 ft.-1/8 in. long, 21-7/8 

in. high, and 10 in. wide wave flume is supported on a Unistrut'" metal framing 

substructure. A piston-type wave-maker constructed of Plexiglass® produces the waves 
and is driven by an Animatics SmartMotor and actuator system that enables the generation 
of arbitrary waveforms. Additionally, a removable beach was constructed to dissipate the 
wave energy at the end of the wave flume, opposite of the wave-maker. Given the 
dimensions of the flume and motor characteristics, waves with a period ranging from 0.312 
s to 3.37 s and a wavelength from 6 in. to 132 in. in water from 4 in. to 18 in. may be 
produced. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective 

The goal of this project is to design and build a small-scale mechanically driven 

wave flume for the Swarthmore College Department of Engineering. The department 
currently does not have a wave flume; therefore, the wave flume constructed is intended 

for use by professors and students in experiments and in labs as a learning aid. 

1.2 Motivation 

Global warming and other climate changes have a direct effect on our oceans and 
coastal systems. The increase in greenhouse gasses in our atmosphere and other 
anthropogenic and natural forcings are causing a slight increase in average global 
temperature over the last few decades (Archer, 2012). While global warming is not 
globally uniform, the overall average warming is causing significant changes in components 
of the Earth's system. One concern facing millions of people today is rising sea levels. 

Higher temperatures cause water to thermally expand therefore increasing the volume of 
water and contributing to sea level rise (Archer, 2012). Additionally, the melting ofice on 
land due to the rising temperatures is also causing a rise in sea level (Archer, 2012). 
According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), sea levels 

have been steadily rising at 0.04 to 0.1 inches/year since 1900 however; recently the rate 
may be increasing to 0.12 inches/year (NOAA, Sea Level). With 123.3 million Americans or 
39% of the American population living near the coast, this rise in sea level can have a 
significant effect on coastal communities (NOAA, Coastal Population). 

Due to the rising sea level as well as the possibility of more extreme weather events 
as a result of global warming, there has been a recent effort to better understand ocean and 
coastal processes. While taking data in the field is a direct way to measure what is actually 
happening, certain natural processes occur at a slow rate so obtaining sufficient data may 
be difficult. Additionally, field data tend to contain a significant amount of error due to the 
complexity of natural processes. Laboratory experiments, however, can be used to better 

understand certain processes in a controlled environment. One such instrument that can 
be used in studying ocean and coastal processes is a wave flume. 
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1.3 Background 

Wave flumes can be used to conduct laboratory studies related to fluid dynamics, 
ocean and coastal processes, sediment transport, wave behavior, and fluid-structure 
interactions. A wave flume consists of a tank along which waves can propagate, a wave
maker to generate the waves, and a damping mechanism at the end of the tank to absorb 

the wave energy. The lengths of wave tanks are generally much longer than their width 
enabling the water motion to be more or less two dimensional. 

Wave flumes provide one of the primary methods to study hydrodynamics and 
water waves in laboratory investigations. Most of the characteristics of surface water 
waves have been determined from scaled experiments using wave flumes (Sorensen, 
1993). Additionally, wave flumes have enabled the evaluation of theoretical developments 
and measurements taken in the field (Sorensen, 1993). Studies have also been conducted 
using wave flumes to understand complex processes such as breaking wave characteristics, 

and sediment transport that are difficult to evaluate theoretically and in the field. 

One of the first wave tank studies was conducted in 1825 by Ernst and Wilhelm 
Webber using a 1 in. wide wave tank (Sorensen, 1993). This experiment sought to 
understand basic wave behavior including particle motions and reflection (Sorensen, 

1993). Wave tanks continued to be constructed and used for experiments spanning 
various disciplines. Large-scale wave flumes (100 m length) are now currently in use as 

well as wave tanks with wave generators that can generate wave spectra and irregular 
waves. The desired study will influence the type of wave tank used to conduct the 
experiment. 
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2. THEORY 

2.1 Water-Surface Waves 

Waves form on the surface of an open body of water as a result of forces that disturb 
the fluid (Dean & Dalrymple, 1991). Given this force, gravity and surface tension act to 
return the surface to its equilibrium position (Sorensen, 2006). A surface oscillation is 
established as a result of the disturbance of the adjacent water surface, causing waves to 
propagate along a surface (Sorensen, 2006). 

2.1.1 Wave Characteristics 

The parameters of a progressive surface wave are important in describing a wave. 
These characteristics are depicted in Figure 1 for a two-dimensional wave propagating in 
the positive x-direction. 

Figure 1: Wave Characteristics 
Sorensen (2006). Basic Coastal Engineering. Fig. 2.1 

From this schematic, the wavelength, L, is defined as the horizontal distance from 
one crest to the next adjacent crest. The wave height, H, is the wave height from trough to 
crest while the water depth, d, is the vertical distance from the impermeable bottom 
boundary to the still water line. The water surface elevation, n, is the water surface 
elevation from the still water level and is spatially and temporally dependent. 

Given these definitions, the speed of the wave, also called the celerity, C, can be 
defined as C = LIT where L is the wavelength and T is the wave period which is the time it 
takes for two successive wave crests or two troughs to pass a specified point. Another 
important wave feature is the wave steepness which is the ratio of the wave height to 
wavelength, 0 = HI L. 
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Wave characteristics are classified according to relative depth, which is the ratio of 
water depth to wavelength (Sorensen, 1993). Given the relative depth, waves are divided 
into three categories: shallow water, transitional water, and deep water waves. 

d 1 
Shallow Water Wave: L < 20 

1 d 1 
Transitional Water Wave: 20 < L < '2 

d 1 
Deep Water Wave: L > '2 

This classification describes how water particles move throughout the water 
column. When a wave moves along a surface, it causes water particles to rotate in a 
circular or elliptical motion. The amplitude of the wave particle's motion decreases with 
depth as the distance between the wave particle and surface wave increases. If the bottom 
is a significant distance from the still water level relative to the wave-length, the water near 

the bottom of the water column does not feel the effect of the wave passing and the wave is 
therefore considered a deep water wave. For a shallow water wave, however, water 

particle motion becomes more elliptical with depth due to limitations in vertical motion at 
greater depths (Dean & Dalrymple, 1991). A schematic of the water particle motion with 
depth for shallow-water and deep-water waves is shown in Figure 2. Transitional waves 

are waves that fall between these two classifications. 
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Figure 2: Deep and Shallow-Water Wave Particle Motion 
The Shore Protection Manual Vol. 1 p. -2-17 
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2.1.2 Linear Small-Amplitude Wave Theory 

A wave shape's and behavior can be determined using wave theories. One of the 
more common and applicable wave theories is the small-amplitude, or linear, wave theory. 

This wave theory was first developed by George Biddell Airy c. 1845 and is widely used in 
practice due to its ease of use and realistic and accurate results (Sorensen, 1993). The 
small-amplitude wave theory produces a periodic velocity potential that satisfies the 

Laplace equation for irrotational flow and three boundary conditions. Given the velocity 
potential, useful parameters can be determined, including the wave height, water depth, 
wave period, wavelength, and spatial position of the wave. The assumptions of this wave 

theory are summarized below. 

Assumptions: 

1. Wave amplitude is small relative to wavelength and water depth. 
This assumption allows the free surface boundary condition to be linearized 

and requires that wave particle velocities be small compared to wave celerity. This 
assumption presents limitations for shallow water and near surface waves as well 
as high waves in deep water. Despite deviations from this assumption, results from 
non-small amplitude waves are realistic and do not greatly vary from actual values 
(Sorensen, 1993). 

2. Water is homogeneous, incompressible, and surface tension forces are negligible. 
In order to neglect surface tension forces, it is recommended that 

wavelengths be larger than 3 cm or 1.1 in. (Sorensen, 1993). 

3. Flow is irrotationaL 
Irrotational flow means that there is no vorticity and therefore no shear stress at 

the air-water interface or at the bottom boundary. 

4. Bottom is horizontal, impermeable, and stationary. 

The small slopes of near shore regions do not greatly affect small amplitude 
wave theory results allowing this theory to be adequate in most near shore regions 
(Sorensen, 1993). 

5. The pressure along the air-water interface is constant 

There are no large external pressure differences acting at the water surface. 

Given these assumptions, the three boundary conditions, two near the surface and one at 
the bottom boundary, can be applied to the Laplace equation. 
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Three boundary conditions: 

1. Bottom boundary condition (BBC): There is no flow normal to the bottom as it is 
assumed the bottom is impermeable. 

2. Kinematic free surface boundary condition (KSBC): There can be no flow across a 
fluid interface. 

3. Dynamic free surface boundary condition (DSBC): This condition accounts for 
pressure distributions at the air-water interface using the Bernoulli equation. 

From these assumptions, boundary conditions, and two-dimensional Laplace equation 
for flow, the following wave characteristics can be determined. The equations are 

simplified by dividing them up into shallow, transitional, and deep water waves. 

Shallow Water Transitional Water Deep Water 
Relative Depth d 1 1 d 1 d 1 
(djL) -<-

L 20 
-<-<-
20 L 2 

->-
L 2 

H cas [2rrX _ 2rrt] = H 
Wave Profile rJ= -case 

2 L T 2 

L 
-J9d L gT errd) L gT 

Wave Celerity c= -= C = y:= 2rr tanh L c= -=-
T T 2rr 

Wavelength L = T-Jgd L= gT
2 

errd) gT 2 

--tanh -- L=-
2rr L 2rr 

Table 1: Small Amplitude Theory Wave EquatIOns 

2.1.3 Spectra afWater Waves 

Water-surface waves can further be classified based on their period. This type of 

classification is applicable to waveforms that exist in nature as shown in the water wave 
spectra in Table 2. Primarily gravity waves will be considered in wave flume studies which 
include chop, swell and seiche waves and are defined as waves that are mainly driven by 

gravitational forces. 
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Table 2: Water Wave Spectra 
Pinet (2003). Invitation to Oceanography 

Producing certain naturally occurring waves in a small scale wave flume requires 
careful consideration of the water wave period. Once a specific waveform is desired, 
proper scaling must be taken into account to produce the same type of wave in the smaller

scale laboratory setting. 

2.2 Scale Model Technology 

Due to the small size of the wave flume relative to the depth and size of ocean and 
coastal regions, proper scaling must be taken into account when conducting wave 

experiments in a wave flume. In order for the waves generated in the wave flume to be 
similar to given prototype waves, there must be kinematic and dynamic similarities 
between the two systems (LeMehaute, 1976). These similarities can be obtained by 

considering the important forces that act on fluids. The five most important fluid forces 
affecting fluid dynamics that should be considered in hydraulic studies are gravity, 
viscosity, pressure, elasticity and surface tension (Sorensen, 1993). These forces are 

represented nondimensionally by taking the ratio of the forces to the resultant inertia force 
establishing the Froude, Reynolds, Euler, Cauchy, and Weber numbers respectively 
(Sorensen, 1993). The Froude and Reynolds will need to be considered in scaling water 

waves however the Cauchy and Weber numbers are typically very small in water waves 
and in most cases can be neglected. The Euler number, which represents pressure forces, 

will automatically be satisfied if the other four dimensionless numbers are either satisfied 
or neglected (Sorensen, 1993). 

For gravity waves which are the primary type of wave produced in wave flumes, the 

inertial and gravity forces are the principal forces present. When viscous effects are 
negligible, scaling can be determined by considering the Froude number which is defined 
as ratio of inertial force to gravity or pressure force (LeMehaute, 1976). 

Fr = 

13 

V2 

gd 



Equating the Froude number for the prototype and model results in the following 
expression for the geometric scale, A, where 'p' represents the prototype and 'm' the model. 

The ratio of velocities is therefore A 1/2 and the ratio of distances or geometric scales is A. 

The ratio for time scale is also A 1/2. 

2.3 Wave-Makers 

There are two primary types of wave-makers: piston-type and hinge or flap type. 
Piston-type wave-makers are used to generate shallow water waves as the horizontal 
water particle motion is nearly constant at all depths. Hinge-type wave-makers, on the 
other hand, are used to produce deep water waves. These types of waves form when the 
water is significantly deeper than the wavelength. This results in wave motion being 
confined near the water surface. Figure 3 depicts these two types of wave-makers and the 

corresponding water particle motion throughout the water column. 

-
-

( ) 
c . Hinge-type Wave-Maker 

Figure 3: Piston and Hinge-type Wave-makers with Water Particle Motion 

Edinburgh Designs. (2013). Wave Generators http://www.edesign.co.uk/waves/some-wave-l/ 
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2.3.1 Wave-maker Design Equations 

The wave forces and water inertial forces per foot width of paddle can be calculated 
from Biesers equations (Chappell, 1969). These equations depend on the wavelength, 
paddle stroke, still water depth, and the density of the fluid considered. The stroke is 
computed using the simplified plane wave-maker theory as described in the following 

section. Due to the lengthy computation in determining the inertial force, a graph of the 
results from applying the Biesers equations to a piston-type wave-maker developed by 

Chappell, can be used in compuations. 

Wave force per foot width of paddle: 

K= 
sinh(md) * cosh(md) + (md) 

O.5pgKS 
Fn = 2 * tanh( md) 

m 

2n H 
where: k = m = Land 5 = kd 

Water inertial force per foot width of paddle: 

~ I 
Q 
Q 
< 

. ~ , 

~ 
• I 

~ I ' -oOOed - , 
~ . 

.nd' .. lu .. cu d f ••• fig . Z7 

d • Hill WitH depth t n h et 

•• I toU! .. ,pl1t ud. of pUd lo 
."I l lation tn f • • t . 

Figure 4: Theoretical Water Interial Force per Foot Width of Paddle 

Chappell (1969). Theory and Design of a Wave Generator for a Short Flume 
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2.3.2 Simplified Plane Wave-maker Theory 

The power requirements to produce a given wave motion can be determined with 
reasonable accuracy from linear wave theory (Dean & Dalrymple, 1991). A simplified 
theory for plane wave makers in shallow water was suggested by Galvin (1964) which 
equates the water displaced by the wave maker to the crest volume of the waveform (Dean 
& Dalrymple, 1991). This results in a height to stroke ratio. A schematic representing the 
simplified plane wave-maker theory is shown in Figure 5. 

~ 
z 

Figure 5: Simplified Wave-maker Theory 
Dean & Dalrymple (1991). Water Wave Mechanics for Engineers and Scientists. 

Per unit width of water, the volume displaced by the paddle as well as the volume of 
water displaced in the crest of the wave can be computed. 

V01UmeDisplaced = Sh 

(LIZ H H 
Volumecrest = J

o 
"2 sin (kx) dx = k 

ZIT where k =
L 

Equating these two volumes results in a wave height to stroke ratio, HIS, which can 
be used to calculate the stroke necessary to produce waves of a given wave height, length 
and still water depth. 

V01UmeDisplaced = Volumecrest 

H 
Sh=

k 

H 
-= kh 
S 
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2.3.3 Complete Plane Wave-maker Theory 

A more complete wave-maker theory was derived considering the boundary layer 
for two dimensional incompressible irrotational fluid (Dean & Dalrymple, 1991). Applying 
the Laplace equation and boundary conditions results in the following wave height to 
stroke ratio which utilizes the hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine: 

H 2 (cosh(kh) - 1) 

S sinh(2kh) + 2kh 
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3. WAVE FLUME SYSTEM 

The wave flume is comprised offourprimary components: flume, substructure, 
wave-maker, and damping mechanism as shown in Figure 6. The flume consists of a tank 

that is filled with water for waves to propagate along. The substructure holds the flume 
stationary and provides additional support to the tank by opposing hydrostatic water 
pressure. The substructure can also be used to raise the flume to a height that is ideal for 
viewing the wave motion and running experiments. A waver-maker is the device that 
generates the waves at one end of the flume and can be driven manually or mechanically by 
a motor. Finally, the damping mechanism is located at the end of the tank opposite the 
wave-maker and is used to absorb the wave energy. 

Wave-maker Flume Substructure Damping Mechanism 

/ \ ., 
-~- --

Figure 6: Primary Compoueuts of the Wave Flume 

The design of the flume was divided into these four components in which each 
component was designed separately, yet with the other components in mind. After each of 

the components were designed and constructed they were integrated together to produce 
the entire wave flume system. Wave flumes were studied at Oregon State University, the 
Hatfield Marine Science Center in Newport, OR, the University of New Hampshire, and the 

University of Rhode Island and professors in Ocean Engineering from Oregon State and the 
University of New Hampshire additionally provided insight in the design of the flume and 
wave- maker. 

An important component in the design of the flume was that it be modular so the 
entire system can be taken apart and easily moved, stored, and rebuilt. Because 
Swarthmore College will be building a new engineering building within the next few years, 
the ability to move and relocate the wave flume is important. Additionally, the wave flume 

can be stored in a small area when experiments are not being run. 
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4. FLUME DESIGN 

Both the material and dimensions of the flume, or tank, had to be specified in the 

design. These factors were determined from visiting and studying wave flumes used in 
other universities, as previously mentioned, as well as from theory and recommendations 
from professors. Additionally, sustain ability and material and labor costs were considered 

in the design. 

4.1 Material 

It was determined that the wave flume would be constructed of 'h in. polymethyl 
methacrylate, or Plexiglass®, sheets. Plexiglass® provides a strong, transparent and light 
material that resists large amounts of scratching. A tank make of glass was considered, 

however, glass would be more expensive and significantly heavier than Plexiglass®. Most 
small-scale wave flumes are constructed of Plexiglass® which verified this design decision. 

4.2 Dimensions 

An important component in the design of the wave flume is determining the 
dimensions of the flume. The dimensions put a constraint on the types of waves that can be 
produced in experiments and the type of wave-maker necessary based on scaling 

requirements. 

It is suggested that the length of the flume allow at least four wavelengths to 
propagate prior to the waves reaching the energy dissipating structure at the end of the 
flume. This allows the waves to fully develop and evanescent modes, secondary waves that 
exist near the wave-maker due to its motion, to be not considered in the study area of 
interest (U. of Delaware, Wave-maker Calculator). Long flumes also allow abnormalities 

that may exist in the wave motion to correct themselves. 

The width of the flume needs to be large enough for frictional effects to be negligible 
yet small enough for water flow to be primarily two-dimensional. It is suggested that wave 
widths be no shorter than 3 cm. for surface tension effects to be insignificant (Sorensen, 
1993). If the wave flume is too wide, however, transverse motion will occur in the water, 
violating the two-dimensional flow assumption in the linear small amplitude wave theory 
and complicating the water-particle motion. 

Finally, the height should be such that the flume is capable of producing the desired 
waves. Both the still water level and wave height need to be considered in the flume's 

height dimension to ensure that no water spills over the tank while producing waves. 
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The width and height of the flume were specified as a result of sustainable and 
economic factors. The Swarthmore College Engineering Department had a Plexiglass@ 
tank in storage that was built by Chloe Reece for her ENGR 090 project in 1996 to study 
contaminant transport in groundwater flow. The width and height of Reece's flume are 
fortuitously well suited as the cross-sectional dimensions of a wave flume, therefore, using 
an existing tank will reduce the amount of new material needed and the cost of the project. 
An image of Reece's tank filled with water to ensure it does not leak is shown in Figure 7. 
The width and height of the wave flume are therefore specified at 10 in. x 21-7/8 in 
respectively. 

Figure 7: Chloe Reece's 1996 Contaminant Transport and Groundwater Flow Tank 

While the width and height of Reece's tank are compatible with the cross-sectional 
dimensions of wave flumes, the length of the tank is too short. In order to enable waves to 
fully develop before reaching the end of the flume, the length had to be extended. This 
required additional work to be performed on the tank, cutting one end of the tank and 
removing other components of the tank not necessary in a wave flume. 

It is desirable that the wave flume be able to produce waves corresponding to wind
driven waves that occur naturally including chop and swell waves. Given the wave periods 
and heights of these waves and considering the scaling factors, a maximum period can be 
determined. 

As determined in section 2.2, the time scale ratio is ,,1/2. Typical water depths on 
the continental shelf are 200 ft. while the average water depth most likely to be used in a 
20 in. high wave flume is 10 in. (National Geographic, Continental Shelf). 
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A = (~:) = (~:) 
Given a wave period of30 s., a typical wave period for ocean swell waves, a model 

period of1.936 s. is calculated. A one minute wave period, corresponding to large storm 

waves, would result in a model period of3.873 s. 

U sing the wave parameters derived from the linear wave theory, the wave period 

versus water depth for various wave flume lengths was considered given that the flume 

length is greater than four times the wavelength. Wave flume lengths from 10 ft. to 30 ft. in 

increments of 5 ft. were considered as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Wave Period Versus Water Depth Given Wave Flume Length 

Existing research and literature recommends to have a water depth of at least 4 in. 

in order to neglect surface tension effects and therefore reduce the creation of capillary 
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waves (Chappell, 1969). Given a 4 in. water depth and a desired maximum period of 4 s. a 

wave flume length slightly less than 25 ft. results. 

Due to obstructions in Recce's tank, 7 ft. 2 in. of the 8 ft. tank can be reused. 

Therefore, an additional 18 ft. of flume length is desired. The maximum length of 
Plexiglass® sheets available for purchase are 8 ft. long. To reduce the number of sheets 

that need to be purchased, two additional 8 ft. long segments of the flume will be added to 
the 7 ft. 2 in. portion of Reece's tank. This will result in a wave flume of approximately 23 

ft., a length that would enable gravity waves to be produced based on scaling criteria given 
the wave flume's height and width. 

The final dimensions of the wave flume are 10 in. x 21-7/8 in. x 277.6 in. The 

drawing of the wave flume including dimensions is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Wave Flume Dimensions 

4.3 Connections 

While incorporating Reece's 1996 tank into the wave flume saved money and 

material, it also presented challenges in designing how the three flume segments were 

connected. Additionally, due to the modular design, the segments have to be able to come 

apart easily. 

Reece's 1996 tank is connected to the middle portion of the new flume using Eclectic 

Products Inc. Amazing E-6000 adhesive. Originally "biscuit" joints were going to be used in 

the connection of the new and old flume components to provide additional lateral support. 
Cutting a groove in the Plexiglass®, however, significantly weakened the end of the 
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Plexiglass@. Therefore, it was decided that "biscuit" joints would not be used to connect 

the old and new flume segments together. 

Middle New Flume 

1996 Flume 

Figure 10: Connection Between 1996 Flume and New Flume 

Flat 
surface 

The connection between the two new flume segments incorporates a "tongue and 
groove" joint as shown in Figure 11. This connection is stronger than the biscuit 
connection discussed previously and because the pieces can be machined before being 
assembled, it was possible to create such a connection on new Plexiglass@ sheets however, 

not on the old flume. 

End New Flume 

Middle New Flume 

Figure 11: Connection between New Flume Segments 
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In addition to connecting each ofthe three segments of flumes together, the sides 
and base ofthe new flume components were glued together using E-6000 adhesive with 
screws placed for additional support. Moreover, Yz in. x 1 in. x 9 in. tie bars were screwed 
into the top ofthe flume to constrain the vertical walls from bulging outward due to 
hydrostatic pressure. The final design ofthe wave flume is shown in Figure 12. 

DETAIL A 
SCALE 1 : 10 

SCALE 1 : 25 

Figure 12: Wave Flume 
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5. SUBSTRUCTURE DESIGN 

A substructure is necessary for structural purposes as well as for the wave flume to 
be used effectively for visual demonstrations such as the placement of cameras underneath 
the flume to capture fluid motion. It is desired that the substructure elevate the flume 
approximately 30 in., roughly the height of a table-top, for easy instrument installation and 

optimal viewing. The modular design of the wave flume is furthermore carried over to the 
substructure so the substructure can also be divided into three sections for easy storage 
and mobility. The substructure contains locking wheels which allow the flume to be locked 
in place during experiments with the ability to move the flume to a different location or 
storage if necessary. 

The weight of the flume including the Plexiglass® and water when fully filled is 
2,142 lb. Additionally, the movement of water causes inertial loads on the substructure. 
Due to this large weight, a material with high strength and rigidity is necessary. A 

Unistrut'" metal framing system was deemed optimal for the substructure as it can be used 
to support a large load while also be taken apart easily for storage. The Unistrut'" system 
contains specially configured "lipped channels" made of carbon steel that can be connected 

in a variety of configurations using fabricated Unistrut'" fittings. A main component of the 
flume's substructure is the 20 ft double channel. This channel was in storage from a past 

project and therefore, utilizing the double channel as well as other miscellaneous single 

channel Unistrut'" saves money as well as recycles parts from past projects. 

Solidworks, a 3D CAD modeling software was used to design the flume. The various 

Unistrut'" channels and fittings were obtained online from the Unistrut'" CAD Library. 
Different configurations of the channels were then considered to be built around the 
dimensions of the flume. 

The final design of the substructure is shown in Figures 13 and 14. The double-channel, 
Pl001C, Unistrut'" was used as the primary base of the flume for its strength and straight, 
long length. Additionally, single channel, Pl000, Unistrut'" was used to fabricate lateral 

supports along the sides of the flume. Four locking wheels were placed on each 
substructure segment resulting in 12 wheels total. Some of the connection details are 
depicted in Figure 14. 
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Figure 13; Substructure Dimensions 

Adhesive foam was placed on the Unistrue'" channels where the Plexiglass@would 
be in contact with metal. The foam prevents scratching of the Plexiglass@walls and base 

as well as aids in increasing the frictional force to avoid possible slipping. 
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Figure 14: Substructure with Details of Connections 

5.1 Stability Check 

Amajor concern with the substructure was instability due to its long and narrow 

length and the majority of the weight of the flume being raised. To ensure thatthe flume 

cannot tip over when a transverse load is applied to the flume. a stability check was 
performed. Such a load could occur. for instance. if someone were to bump into the flume 

or while moving the wave flume over an uneven surface. 

This stability check assumes cross-sectional uniformity and replaces the distributed 

weight of the flume with a concentrated load acting through the centroid of the wave flume. 
On the verge of tipping. all of the weight will be focused on one wheel while the other 

wheel will experience no force between the wheel and the ground. Therefore. a normal 

force. N. will act on the wheel upon which the flume is tipping about. Finally. a lateral load. 
p. is applied to the top of the flume as this is the location that would cause the greatest 
moment about the tipping wheel. A schematic of the free-body diagram for the wave flume 

is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Stability Check Free Body Diagram 

With the current wheel configuration, the maximum load that could be applied 

before tipping, P, is 30.651b for the case with no water and 111.251b if the flume is 

completely filled with water. If a 160 Ib person were to lean against the flume, it would 

induce a 35 Ib load as determined by having a person lean against a scale resting on a wall. 

Because the flume may tip over if it is not filled or barely filled with water, stabilizers are 

necessary. 

These stabilizers extend from each of the segments using Telestrut Telescoping 

Tubing. This enables the user to extend or retract the stabilizing wheels depending on the 

amount of water in the tank. These wheels can cause a tripping hazard so it is desirable to 

reduce the distance the wheels are extended. Figure 16 shows the optimal length the 

wheels must be extended to resist a 50 lb lateral load with a factor of safety of 3 for varying 

water depths. 
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Figure 16: Recommended Extension of Stability Wheels 
Courtesy of Kurtis Swartz, Spencer Friske, and Katie McMenamin 
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In addition to the suggested strut length provided in Figure 16, it is recommended to 

have the stabilizing wheels fully extended when moving the empty flume due to variations 

in the ground level that may cause the wave flume to become unstable. 

5.2 Deflection Computation of Substructure 

To ensure that the P1DD1C channel the wave flume is being supported by does not 
significantly deflect under the weight of the Plexiglass® and water, a simple deflection 
computation was performed. The details of this computation are shown in Appendix A. 

Given a maximum water depth of 2D in. the distributed load from the weight of 
water per inch length of flume acting on one of the P1DD1C channels is 3.25Ibjin. This 
assumes an effective load area of 4.5/ where / is the length of channel being considered. 
Additionally, the distributed load from the Plexiglass® flume per inch length of flume is 
D.521Ibjin. This results in a total distributed load of3.771lbjin. 
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The P1001C channel between any two supports can be represented as a simply 
supported beam. The most deflection would occur in the P1001C segment with the largest 
distance between any two supports. Given the flume substructure, the largest length 

occurs in the middle segment and spans 71.9 in. 

The maximum deflection in a simply supported beam occurs in the middle of the 
beam and can be calculated using beam deflection methods. 

In this equation, E is the modulus of elasticity which equals 29,000,000 psi for steel. I is the 
moment of inertia and equals 3.639 in.4for bending about the primary axis ofP1001C 
Unistrut'" (Unistrut'", 2014). 

Given a span length of71.9 in. and a distributed load of3.771lbjin., the maximum 

deflection of the P1001C channel is 0.0124 in. A deflection of this size would not affect the 
wave flume or cause failure in the steel. Therefore, the substructure will be able to support 

the weight of the wave flume filled with water. 
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6. WAVE-MAKER DESIGN 

Based on wave-maker theory, a piston-type wave-maker will be used as shallow 
water waves, in which the water particle motion is almost constant at all depths, is of 
interest. Additionally, for relatively short wave flume lengths, smaller than 50 ft., it 

becomes desirable to produce waves which are initially close to the desired water particle 

orbital motion. 

6.1 Motor-Specifications 

Given the dimensions of the flume and the desired wave motion, the power and 
stroke of the wave-maker had to be determined using the water wave-maker equations 
defined in 2.3.1. For a 22 ft. wave flume, the inertial force and wave force were computed 
for varying paddle strokes and relative water depths, Lj d. The results from these 

computations are shown in Figures 17 and 18. 
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Figure 17: Force Acting on Wave Paddle Given Varying Stroke 
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Figure 18: Force Acting on Wave Paddle Given Varying Relative Depths 

From these plots, the maximum force acting on the paddle is approximately 60 Ibs 

as apparent from the asymptotically approaching curve. Additionally a stroke of 0.2 ft. to 
1.3 ft. will be required to produce waves with a wavelength from 6 in to 132 in and a period 
from 0.312 s to 3.37 s. These parameters results in a motor rotation frequency greater 
than 17.8 rpm and less than 193 rpm. 

Given the motor requirements previously determined and after discussions with 
Professor Dan Cox from Oregon State University, an Animatics SmartMotor with a linear 

actuator was chosen to drive the wave paddle. The SM23165DT motor with HLD60 
Internal Rollers and a stroke length of 400 mm was chosen. The carriage shown in Figure 

19 moves through a belt driven system classified as a harmonic linear drive. 
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Figure 19: Animatics SM23165DT Smart Motor 

6.2 Wave-Maker Paddle 

After the motor was specified. the paddle that will attach to the motor and actuator 
system was designed. The paddle is the device that will be immersed in the water and 

produce the waves and therefore has to be strong and rigid. 

It was determined that the paddle will be constructed from V2 in. Plexiglass®. 
Additionally. it is desirable to have the paddle transparent so video can be taken through 
the paddle. Because there was Plexiglass® remaining from the tank of the wave flume. the 
cost of constructing the paddle is reduced. The proposed design is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Wave Paddle Dimensions 

The wave paddle contains a window to fit over the actuator and attach to the 
carriage. Additionally, ribs extend from the face of the paddle to provide additional 
strength and rigidity. The overall paddle width is specified at 8.81 in. to allow 0.095 in. of 
clearance on both sides of the paddle for water to pass through. Some wave paddles, 
especially in larger scale wave flumes, are water-tight and do not enable water to move 
behind the wave paddle. Making the paddle water tight would require additional material, 
cost and further complications, therefore, it was determined to allow water on both sides of 
the paddle. Additionally, the clearance will ensure that the paddle does not get caught on 
some of the glue on the bottom of the flume as the irregularities in the 1996 flume would 
prevent the paddle from moving if its width was specified at exactly 9 in. 

The paddle is attached to the carriage of the motor and actuator system using a 2 Yz 
in. x 2 Yz in. aluminum clip angle. Additionally, the ribs are attached to the carriage using a 
5/8 in. x 5/8 in. aluminum bar tie. This connection of the paddle to the motor system is 
shown in Figure 2 L 
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Figure 21: Paddle Connection to Motor and Actuator System 

Figure 21 additionally depicts how the paddle and motor system will be connected 
to the flume. Blocks with 'h in. slots and set screws will be placed on the flume, leveled, 
and tightened. The motor and actuator will then sit on aluminum gusset plates on the front 
and back of the actuator with aluminum channel ties restraining transverse motion. To 
prevent lateral motion of the wave-maker system, two square hat-shape clamps were 

machined that lock the actuator and motor to the aluminum plates using set screws. These 
clamps are slightly larger than the actuator to enable fine turn adjustments in the location 
of the wave-maker system to ensure it is level and straight. 

6.3 Stress and Deflection Computation of Wave-maker 

The maximum flexural stress, shear stress and deflection of the wave-maker system 

were computed to ensure that the wave paddle would be able to produce the desired 
waves without failure. The connection of the paddle to the carriage was assumed to be a 
fixed support as such a connection prevents displacement in all directions as well as 
bending. For the computation, a water level of 16 in. was assumed as this is the largest 

amount of water that would be in the tank for waves to be produced that will not wash 
over the top of the flume. Figure 22 depicts the hydrostatic and dynamic distributed load 

acting on the paddle with a fixed support at the top of the window of the paddle. 
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Figure 22: Free-body Diagram of Wave-maker 

The details of the computations are summarized in Appendix B which includes the 
shear and bending moment diagram for the paddle and an upper and lower bound 
deflection computation. A resultant force of 41.0 Ib and resultant moment of 66.0 Ib-It 

were determined to act at the fixed support connecting the paddle to the carriage. The 
stress and deflection results are summarized in Table 3 along with the material properties 

for Plexiglass®. 

Calculated Maximum Allowable 

Bending Moment Compression 77.146 psi 
15,000 psi 

Stress Tension 37.44 psi 

Shear Stress 52.38 psi 9,000 psi 

Deflection 
Upper Bounds 0.0117 in. 

0.5 in. 
Lower Bounds 0.00204 in. 

Table 3: Stress and Deflection Computation for Wave-maker 

These results show that the maximum bending stress both in compression and in 

tension are well below the allowable bending stress of 15,000 psi. Additionally, the 
calculated maximum shear stress of 52.38 psi is significantly smaller than the allowable 

shear stress and both the upper and lower bound deflections are less than the allowable 

deflection. This verifies that the proposed wave paddle is capable of producing the desired 

waves and will resist the resulting forces. 
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7. DAMPING MECHANISM DESIGN 

If studies on reflected waves are not desirable, a damping mechanism is needed at 

the end of the wave flume to dissipate the wave energy and prevent the wave from 
propagating back towards the motor. There are numerous ways in which wave energy can 
be dampened including installing a material with holes to disperse the wave, or 

incorporating material at a slight incline. The damping mechanism that most closely 
resembles natural processes utilizes energy release through waves breaking by means of 
an incline. As the water depth decreases to approximately half the wave's wavelength, the 
wave becomes a shallow-water wave and the particle water motion at the bottom of the 
water column impacts the seafloor (NOAA, breaking waves). This causes the wave motion 

at the bottom of the water column to slow down due to the friction between the water and 
the seafloor and water to build up at the top of the wave. Eventually, the wave crest 
reaches an unstable height and the wave breaks, crashing and releasing its energy. 

Typical beaches have a slope ranging from 1:20 to 1:10 (Coastal Care, Beach Basics). 
The most likely still water height in the wave flume designed for Swarthmore College is 
around 12 in. to enable a variety of waves with different wave heights to be produced 
without water spilling out of the tank. Given this 12 in. water depth, a beach of120 in. 

length is desirable. Because the depth of the water can change for different experiments 
and an incline with different slopes may be desired for different studies, the damping 

mechanism designed will include an adjustable height. 

While the damping mechanism can be constructed from a variety of materials, 'h in. 
thick Plexiglass® was used as there was Plexiglass® remaining from the construction of 
the flume. U sing these extra Plexiglass® pieces saves additional money that would have to 
be spent on the beach material. The excess pieces consisted of a 65 in. and 55 in. piece. 
Because neither of these pieces was long enough to produce the desired beach length, they 

were attached with a 3 in. single lap joint with two rows of 5 bolts. The connected two 
pieces resulted in a desired length of115.9 in. 
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Figure 23: Damping Mechanism Dimensions 

To account for the adjustable height, two 5/8 in. x 5/8 in. Plexiglass@ square bars 
with holes every 1 in. were attached to a V2 in. Plexiglass@ sheet. Brass rods can then be 
inserted into the Plexiglass@ bars at height increments of 1 in. A notch underneath the end 

of the beach enables the height of the beach to be set at the desirable height set by the 

brass rods. 
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8. ANIMATICS SMARTMOTOR 

8.1 Communication 

The Animatics Smartmotor is electrically driven which enables the creation of 

arbitrary waveforms as opposed to only sinusoidal waveforms. The motor communicates 
through a PC serial port via a RS232 port A single connection to the 7-Pin Combo D-Sub 

Power & I/O provides power and communication to the motor using a CBLSM1-xM cable. 
The motor can be powered using a 24-48 VDC power supply. An Agilent N57 46A power 
supply was used which has a DC output voltage rating of 40 V, 19 A current and 760 W 

power. A schematic of the communication setup between a PC and the motor is shown in 

Figure 24 with an image of the actual setup in Figure 25. 

HLD60 Internal Roller 
Actuator 

PC 

KITUSB232485 CBLSM1-xM 

PS24V8AG-ll0 
or PS42V6AG-ll0-

Figure 24: RS-232 Through USB for D-Sty\e Motors 

MOOG Animatics (2014). SmartMotor User's Guide 

Animatics 
..... -- SM23165DT Motor 

~:11'5--- Agilent N5746A 
Power Supply 

Figure 25: Motor Communication System with Wave Flume Setup 
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8.2 Programming Notes 

Due to the direct connection of the motor to a serial port, the motor can be 

controlled using the Moog Animatics SmartMotor interface (SMI) Software or Matlab. The 
SMI software enables easy communication through the terminal program which provides 
immediate response to a given command. Additionally the SMI software contains 
debugging options and can obtain information from the motor including current position, 
velocity, acceleration and voltage. Because of these characteristics, the SMI software is 
ideal for troubleshooting. In addition to the SMI software, Matlab can be used to 
communicate with the motor by sending text files using the 'fprintf' command. It is 

recommended to use Matlab when sending a programmed code to the motor. Matlab does 
not enable immediate response to a command so care should be taken when running 
commands through Matlab to the motor. 

Prior to moving the motor, the over-travel limits and fault bits must be cleared. To 
clear the over-travel limits, the EIGNO command, "Enable Inputs as General Use", is used. 
The historical fault bits are cleared by using the ZS command. The following command 
lines must therefore be included in all code or typed directly into the SMI terminal before 

the motor can move. 

EIGN( 2 ) 
EIGN( 3 ) 
ZS 

'Disable Left Limit 
'Disable Right Limit 
'Reset errors 

After these commands are set, the LED light on the SmartMotor will change from solid red 

to flashing green indicating that the motor is ready and on standby to move. 

B.2.1 Motion Commands 

The Animatics SmartMotor can move using different modes including a torque 
mode, velocity mode, absolute position mode, and relative position mode. The primary 

mode used in producing desired waves in the wave flume is the absolute position mode as 
the stroke can be determined using the plane wave-maker theory and the motor then 
moved to this specified position. The absolute position mode requires the velocity, 
acceleration, and absolute target position to be set. An overview of the command set can 

be found in Appendix C that is required to set these parameters. A basic absolute move 
example is shown below. 

MP 'Set position mode 
VT~ 100000 'Set Target Velocity 
ADT~ 1000 'Set Target Acceleration 
PT~2 0000 'Set Target Position 
G ' Go, Starts the move 
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The velocity, acceleration, and position are given in encoder units. A conversion is 
therefore necessary to specify the position in inches, velocity in inches per second, and 

acceleration in inches per second squared. The Animatics SM23165DT used in this project 
rotates with 4000 encoder counts per revolution. Additionally the HLD60 Actuator with 
Internal Rollers has a 12.5 mm displacement per revolution. See Appendix D for the code 
that performs this conversion. 
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9. ELECTROMECHANICALLY DRIVEN AIRY WAVES 

An Airy. or sinusoidal. waveform can be fully defined given the wave height. wave 
period. and water depth. A code was written that took as input the wave height. period and 
water depth and created the desirable Airy waveform. Figure 26 shows a flow diagram of 

the code and the code written in Matlab can be found in Appendix D. 

Wave Height Wave length 

Paddle Stroke 
L T r:::rd Shallow water wave length 
0= "Bu 

Wave Period ) 1 ) 

Paddle Velocity 

Water Depth [ L = BZ:'tt C~d) Airy wave length 

Iterative process 

Figure 26: Wave-maker Code Flowchart 

Given the wave height. wave period. and water depth. the wavelength had to first be 
computed. From small amplitude linear wave theory. the wavelength can be easily 
calculated for deep water and shallow water waves. The complete equation describing the 

wavelength is a recursive equation as the unknown wavelength occurs on both sides of the 
eq uation. An iterative process has to be used to determine the wavelength as it is not 
possible to classify a waveform as deep or shallow water waves without knowing the 
wavelength. In the code written. the wavelength was initially computed for a shallow 

water wave to obtain an initial wavelength. This wavelength was then used in the complete 
wavelength equation for transitional waves to determine the new wavelength. The two 
wavelengths were compared and the wavelength used in the equation was replaced with 
the most recently calculated wavelength. This iterative process continued until the 
difference between the two wavelengths was less than 0.0001 in. 

To verify the wavelength computed in the code. the wavelength calculated was 
compared to the wavelength from the Java Wave-maker Calculator developed by the 
University of Delaware. This comparison was done for a water depth of 12 in. and a wave 
height of 2 in. for periods ranging from a to 5 s. The result of the wavelength comparison is 
shown in Figure 27 which verifies that the wavelength in the code agrees with the 
wavelength computed by the University of Delaware. 
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Figure 27: Wavelength Calrulated from Code and U. of Delaware Wave-maker Calculator 

After the wavelength was determined, the stroke necessary for the wave paddle to 
move can be computed using the wave height, still water depth, and wavelength. As 
described in the wave-maker theory, there are two primary plane wave-maker theories: 

simplified and complete. The code created computed the stroke using both the simplified 
and complete wave-maker theories. The strokes from the code were then compared to 
those obtained from the University of Delaware wave-maker calculator. The results are 

shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Stroke Calculated from Code and U. of Delaware Wave-Maker Calculator 

Figure 28 shows that the University of Delaware utilized the simple plane wave

maker theory in determining the stoke of the wave paddle as opposed to the complete 
wave-maker theory. The simple wave-maker theory can however be used to accurately 

determine the stroke for a period greater than 1 s when producing 2 in. waves in a water 
depth of 12 in. 
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10. TESTING 

To ensure that the wave flume could produce waves at varying depths and wave 
heights, trial runs of waves were performed given a period of 2 s. A 2 s. period was chosen 

as it enables a variety of wave heights at different depths to be run given the velocity and 
stroke limitation of the wave-maker. Additionally, the 5 s. period of ocean gravity waves 
scale to approximately 2 s. given the flume dimensions. Using a 2 s. wave period, waves 
were produced with a still water depth of 6, 8, and 10 in. with a wave height of 3,4, 5, and 6 

in. The images of the wave produced with these conditions are shown in Figure 29. A 6 in. 
high wave with a 2 s. period could not be produced with a water depth of 8 or 10 in. as the 

velocity required exceeded the velocity limit of the motor. 

d=6 in . d=8 in . d=10 in. 

H=3 in . 

H=4 in. 

H=5 in . 

H=6 in . Velocity too large Velocity too large 

Figure 29: Images of Waves with 2 s Period 
The bright light is the flash of the camera and the silver stick is a ruler attached to the wave flume. 

Using a ruler attached to the wave flume, the approximate wave height was 
determined by inspection. This provided a comparison between the desired wave height 
and the actual wave height. A large amount of error is associated with this observed wave 
height as it was determined visually. A summary of the measured wave height along with 
the theoretical wave height, wavelength, stroke and velocity are shown in Table 4. 
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Theoretical Actual 

Wave Height (in.) Wave Length (in.) Stroke (in.) Velocity (in./s) Wave Height (in.) 

3 7.4716 994988.00 2 

d =6in. 
4 

93.8383 
9.9621 1326650.67 2.5 

5 12.4527 1658313.34 3.75 

6 14.9432 1989976.01 4 

3 6.4162 854443.18 1.5 

d=8in. 
4 

107.395 
8.555 1139257.57 2 

5 10.6937 1424071.96 3 

6 12.8324 1708886.35 -

3 5.6919 757991.20 1.25 

d= lOin. 
4 

119.0168 
7.5893 1010654.90 1.75 

5 9.4866 1263318.70 2.5 

6 11.3839 1515982.42 -

Table 4: Properties of Waves Tested 

The theoretical velocity versus wave height is plotted as shown in Figure 30. This 
plot shows that it takes less velocity to produce a wave of a given height and period when 
the still water depth is greater. This makes sense as the stroke required to produce wave 

with constant wave height and period is smaller for greater water depths. 

X 10 
6 

2 

---+- d=6in. 

---+- d=8in. 
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<ii 1.2 () 

~ 
0 
<D 
.c 
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0.8 

0.6 
3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 

Theoretical Wave Height (in.) 

Figure 30: Theoretical Velocity Versus Theoretical Wave Height 
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The theoretical wave height was also plotted against the actual wave height 
measured observationally as shown in Figure 31. This plot shows that there is a significant 
difference between the desired wave height and actual wave height as all wave heights are 
smaller than the theoretical height. This is most likely due to the clearance on both sides of 
the paddle that enable water to move behind the paddle as well as the force acting on the 
motor causing it to slow down. This plot shows that there is a larger difference between 
actual and theoretical wave heights as the still water depth increases. An increase in still 
water depth increases the force acting on the paddle so that difference may be attributed to 
the paddle and carriage system moving slower under larger load. 

5 
_ d=6in. 

4.5 _ d=8in. 
_ d=10in. 

--e-- Theoretical 
4 

c = 
:E 3.5 
OJ 
'm 
I 
<D 
> 

~ 
ro 2.5 :J 

0 
-< 

1. 

1L---~--~--~----~--~--~--~L---~--~--~ 

3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.8 5 
Theoretical Wave Height (in.) 

Figure 31: Actual Wave Height Versus Theoretical Wave Height 
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11. CONCLUSION 

Overall, the wave flume is capable of holding water and producing waves that break 
along a beach. A picture of the final product is shown in Figure 32. 

Figure 32: Complete Wave Flume 

Code was written to produce waveforms given the water depth, wave height and 
period. While there are discrepancies between the actual wave height produced and the 
theoretical wave height, a calibration of the wave-maker system by taking into accountthe 
effect ofloads on the motor's motion can address this problem. 

Additionally, the wave flume was successfully constructed to be easily disassembled 
and reassembled in the future. A user guide that details how to assemble the wave flume as 
well as how to produce waves is shown in Appendix F. A component that should be 
considered in the future when assembling the wave flume is the process required to make 
the flume leak-proof. Sufficient caulking is necessary to prevent leaking issues. Ittook four 
times of filling the wave flume, emptying it of water, drying it and re-caulking before the 
wave flume did not leak. All of the leaking however was centralized at one location of the 
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wave flume: at the "tongue and groove" joint between the two new flume sections. 

Therefore, a generous amount of caulking should be applied over this joint to reduce the 

time required to make the flume leak-proof. Additionally, care should be taken when 

placing the beach in the wave flume. The edges of the Plexiglass® beach are sharp and are 

capable of cutting the caulking, causing leaks to occur even after the wave flume may be 
leak-proof. 

Apart from leaking problems in the wave flume, a few issues also arouse when 

working with the wave-maker. At first the motor could not move at a fast velocity and 

would stale after reaching a certain velocity. This exact velocity varied based on the 

amount of water in the tank. The chart tool in the SMI software was used to determine 

what was causing this issue. A plot of the velocity, position error, and voltage is shown in 

Figure 33 for a case where a wave was run that caused an error, four waves were 

successfully run, and then another wave resulted in an error. 

n n 
L-' 

, 

Figure 33: SMI Chart TooL for Troubleshooting 
In this plot the blue line indicates velocity, red represents the position error, and green the velocity. Time is on the x-axis 

while percent of pre-specified range is on the y-axis. 

From Figure 33, the instances where the motor would instantly stop and shut off 

show a sudden decrease in the voltage. After consulting an engineer at Animatics, it was 

determined that this drop in voltage was causing the motor to shut off and increasing the 

power supply from 24 VDC to 40 VDC fixed this problem and prevented the paddle from 

stalling at low speeds. 

Another issue related to the wave-maker that can be addressed in future work is the 

evanescent modes that are created in the wave motion from the wave paddle. In addition 

to the primary wave that is produced, smaller waves due to the paddle's motion were 

produced following the primary wave. This is especially prevalent when trying to produce 

a negative wave by moving the wave paddle backwards producing a wave by removing 

water. These modes tend to form from the wave motion behind the paddle that seeps 

through the clearance between the wave paddle and side of the tank. Installing a wave 
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dampener in the space behind the wave-maker may therefore help in reducing the 

evanescent modes produced. 

Despite the challenges faced when constructing the wave flume and working with 
the wave-maker, the wave flume is capable of producing waves specified by a user. Work 
still remains to calibrate the wave-maker code to generate waves similar to the desired 

waves and install a damping mechanism behind the wave paddle to reduce the evanescent 
waves produced when creating a negative wave. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Substructure Deflection Computation 
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Appendix B: Wave-maker Paddle Stress and Deflection Computations 
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Appendix C: Animatics Smartmotor Command Set 

Command Set Overview 

Reference Key: 
# - is the 10 Bit Number 

m - is the mask value of which bits are affected 

W - defines it as a word (16 bits) 

expression - an expression must contain no more than a total maximum 
of 32 operators, values, and parenthesis. 

value - a number, variable or math expression with one operand 

constant - means a fixed integer 

gen# Trajectory generator number: 1 or 2 

i -Interrupt number, valid values are from a to 7 

Communication Commands: 
ADDR=expression Set motor's serial communications address. 

BAUD(x)=y 

Applies for both RS232 and RS485 

This allows for COMO or COM1 to be changed, x 
is the channel (0 or 1) and y is baud rate 

CADDR=expression Set CAN address, can be different from serial 
address, default is 63 

CBAUD=expression Set CAN baud rate, default is 125000 

CCHN(RS2,O) 

ECHO 

ECHO_OFF 

GETCHR 

GETCHR1 

LEN 

LEN1 

RCADDR 

RCBAUD 

RCHN(O) 

RCHN(1) 

SILENT 

SILENT1 

SLEEP 

SLEEP1 

STDOUT=O 

STDOUT=1 

TALK 

TALK1 

WAKE 

WAKE1 

Close communication channel command 

Must be used to insure all data received in one 
motor will be echoed to next motor 

Default, turn communication's echo off 

Get the next character from channel 0 

Get the next character from channel 1 

Number of characters in channel 0 buffer 

Number of characters in channel 1 buffer 

Reports CAN address 

Reports CAN baud rate 

Report channel 0 error bits 

Report channel 1 error bits 

Ignore print commands to channel 0 from user 
program 

Ignore print commands to channel 1 from user 
program 

Ignore commands for channel 0 except the 
WAKE command 

Ignore commands for channel 1 except the 
WAKE command 

Sets internal report commands to RS232 (default) 

Sets internal report commands to RS485 

Enable prints for channel 0 from user program 

Enable prints for channel 1 from user program 

Wake for channel 0 

Wake for channel 1 

Program Flow Commands: 
CASE expression 

C constant 

DEFAULT 

DITR( /) 

Switch case statement 

Subroutine label, e.g. C10 for subroutine 10, must 
have a RETURN for each C label 

Default action for switch case statement 

Individual interrupt disable 

EITR( /) Individual interrupt enable 

ELSEIF expression Used for IF statements to test another condition, 
if expression is true, then execute code 

EN D End program execution 

ENDIF End statement for IF code structures 

ENDS Command for end of switch case statement 

GOSUB( va/ue) Call a subroutine, value up to 999 

GOTO(va/ue ) Jump program execution to a label, value up to 999 

IF expression Conditional Test, expression can be multiple math 
operations 

ITR(i, status_ wrd#, bit#, s ,1abe/#) Interrupt setup 

ITRD Global interrupt scanner disable 

ITRE 

LOOP 

PAUSE 

RESUME 

RETURN 

RETURNI 

RUN 

RUN? 

STACK 

Global interrupt scanner enable 

Loop command for while loops 

Pause program execution, used for interrupts 

Resume program execution 

Return from subroutine 

Return from interrupt 

Start program execution 

Wait at this point for RUN command before 
program starts to execute 

Resets all GOSUB stack returns and Interrupts 

SWITCH expression Switch case statement 

lWAIT 

lWAIT(gen#) 

Wait for trajectory to complete, only used in program 

Wait for trajectory generator (gen#) to complete 
it's move 

TSWAIT Wait for synchronized trajectory to complete, 
down loaded program only * EoMBlmoNlCr 

WAIT=expression Set wait time in milliseconds 

WHILE expression 

LOOP While loop format 

1/0 Commands: 
EIGN(#) 

EIGN(W,O) 

EIGN(W,O,12) 

EIGN(W,O,m) 

EILN 

EILP 

EIRE 

EIRI 

EISM(6) 

EOBK(#) 

IN(#) 

IN(W,O) 

INA(A, #) 

Assign a single 1/0 point as general use input 

Assign all local 1/0 as general use inputs 

Assign inputs 2 and 3 as general use inputs at 
once (disabling over-travel limits) 

Assign a masked word-sized set of local 1/0 as 
general use inputs at once 

Set port C (1/0-2) as negative over travel limit 

Set port D (1/0-3) as positive over travel limit 

Set 1/0 6 to capture external encoder's current value 

Set 1/0 6 to capture internal encoder's current value 

Issue (G) when local input 6 goes low 

Configure a given output to control an external 
brake 

x=IN( ), assign the state of a specific 1/0 to a 
variable (x in this case) 

x=IN(W,O), assign the state of the first word of 
local 1/0 to the variable x 

x=INA(A,#), raw analog reading: 10 bit resolution 
spanned over signed 16 bit range 

* ~i1JiQNKr These commands require Combitronic with -C or -DN product configuration option to execute. 
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Command Set Overview 

INA(V,#) 

INA(V1,#) 

OC(#) 

OC(W,#) 

OF(#) 

OF(L,#) 

OF(W,#) 

OR(va/ue ) 

OS(va/ue) 

x=INA(V,#), input voltage in millivolts of analog 
input value for a given 1/0 defined by # 

x=INA(V1 ,#), scaled 0-5 VDC reading in millivolts 
directly, 3456 would be 3.456 VDC 

x=OC(#), individual output status, bit 1 if output is 
being driven 

x=OC(W,#), block output status, bit 1 if output is 
being driven 

x=OF(#), returns present fault state for 1/0 defined 
by # 

x=OF(W,# ), returns bit mask fault latched for 1/0 
points 

x=OF(W,# ), returns bit mask of present faulted 
1/0 points 

Reset output (turn off) 

Set output (turn on) 

OUT(#)=expression if expression LSB = 1, then it's true(1), otherwise 
it's false (0) 

Math Commands: 

!= 

% 

& 

+ 

< 

<= 

> 

>= 

ABS(va/ue) 

ACOS(va/ue) 

ASIN(va/ue) 

ATAN(va/ue ) 

COS(va/ue) 

FABS(va/ue) 

FSQRT(va/ue) 

Subtract 

Bitwise exclusive OR 

Not equal to 

Modulo (remainder) division 

Bitwise AND 

Mulliply 

Divide 

Power limited to 4th power and below, integers only 

Bitwise inclusive OR 

Add 

Less than 

Less than or equal to 

Equal to 

Greater than 

Greater than or equal to 

Absolute Value 

Arc Cosine 

Arc Sine 

Arc Tangent 

Cosine 

Floating point absolute value 

Floating point square root 

RAN DOM =expression Set the random seed value a to 2A 31 - 1 

RRANOOM 

SIN(va/ue) 

SQRT( va/ue) 

TAN( va/ue) 

TMR(x, t) 

Report the next available random number in the 
range a to 2A 31 -1 

Sine 

Square Root 

Tangent 

Sets timer x for t milliseconds 

Motion Commands: 
ADT=expression Set the accel/decel at once for a move 

ADTS=expression Set sync accel/decel at once for a move 
'Ie Cf9MaITiWNIC/-

Ai(O) Arm index rising edge of internal encoder 

Ai(1) Arm index rising edge of external encoder 

Aij(O) Arm index rising edge then falling edge internal 
encoder 

Aij(1) Arm index rising edge then falling edge external 
encoder 

Aj(O) Arm index falling edge of internal encoder 

Aj(1) Arm index falling edge of external encoder 

Aji(O) Arm index falling edge then rising edge internal 
encoder 

Aji(1) Arm index falling edge then rising edge external 
encoder 

AMPS=expression Current limit value. 0-1023 

AT=expression 

ATS=expression 

BREAK 

BRKENG 

BRKRLS 

BRKSRV 

BRKTRJ 

CTR(O) 

CTR(1) 

DEL=expression 

DT=expression 

DTS=expression 

EL=expression 

ENC1 

ENCO 

G 

G(gen#) 

GS 

KA=expression 

KD=expression 

KG=expression 

KI=expression 

KL=expression 

KP=expression 

KS=expression 

KV=expression 

MC 

MC(2) 

MOB 

MOE 

MOS 

Set the acceleration target for a move 

Set sync acceleration target for a move 
* GPMalnwNICI ~ 

Break out of while loop 

Manually Engage the brake 

Manually Release the brake 

Brake Servo, engage the brake when the drive is 
not active (default) 

Brake Trajectory 

Present value of internal encoder 

Present value of external encoder 

Set maximum allowable derivative error limit 

Set the deceleration target for a move 

Set sync deceleration for a move * ~liIjgliKr 
Set maximum allowable following error limit 

Enable external encoder for servo 

Enable internal encoder for servo 

Set tuning values 

Go, initiates all buffered modes of operation 

Go, initiate motion in trajectory generator (gen#) 

Go synchronized, initiates linear interpolated 
moves * GPMwT1lOtVICr 

Feed forward gain 

Derivative gain coefficient 

Gravity offset 

PID integral gain 

PID integral limit 

PID proportional gain 

Differential sample rate 

Velocity feed forward gain 

Initiate electronic camming 

SetTrajectoryGenerator2torun in electroniccamming 

Enable TOB when in one of the 2 trapezddal modes 

Set motor to enhanced trapezoidal mode 
communtation by using encoder 

Set motor to sine mode commutation 

* EoMamroNK;.r These commands require Combitronic with -C or -DN product configuration option to execute. 

••.••.••.• Moog Inc ., Animatics • ALL integrated motor products made by Moog Animatics are covered by patent number 5,912,541 
teL: 408.748.8721 • fax: 408.748.8725 • www.animatics.com 
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Command Set Overview 

MDT 

MFA(value) 

MFD( value ) 

M FDIV=expression 

M FM UL=expression 

MFO 

MFR 

MFR(2) 

MF5LEW( value ) 

MINV(O) 

MINV(1) 

MP 

MP(1) 

M50 

M5R 

MT 

MTB 

MV 

MV(1) 

Set motor to trapezoidal mode communtation 
using hall sensors (default mode) 

Aceel over value master distance . Default iszero( off) 

Decel over value master distance. Default iszero( off) 

Assign Incoming counts Divisor 

Assign Incoming counts Multiplier 

Initiate and zero counter, but do not follow 

Select follow mode using quadrature encoder input. 

Set Trajectory Generator 2 to run in Mode Follow 
Ratio (electronic Gearing) 

stay at slew for value distance , then decel 

Default motor commutation direction 

Invert commutation, shaft rotates opposite direction 

Initiate Position Mode 

Set Trajectory Generator 1 to run in Position Mode 

Initiate and zero counter, but do not follow 

Calculate Mode Step Ratio and prepare to follow 

Initiate Torque Mode (Open Loop) 

Enable mode torque brake 

Initiate Velocity Mode 

Set Trajectory Generator 1 to run in Velocity Mode 

O=expression Set origin, set present position to some value 

O(gen#)=expression Set origin for move gen# to some value 

OFF 

OSH=expression 

Turn the amplifier off 

Origin shift of position counter on the fly 

OSH(gen#)=expression Shift origin for move gen# by some value 

PI01 Set default PID update rate 

PID2 

PID4 

PID8 

PML=expression 

PMT=expression 

Set default PIDI2 update rate 

Set default PID/4 update rate 

Set default PID/8 update rate 

Sets the position modulo limit wrap value 

Set the position modulo target 

PRT=expression Set the relative target position 

PRTS=(dist1 ;axis1 , dist2;axis2, dist3;axis3) 
Set synchronized relative target position 
* EPMsITRQI'IIC'~ 

PRTSS=(dis1;axis) Set supplemental synchronized relative target 
position * ~mJQ!iEr 

PT=expression Set the absolute target position 

PTS=(dist1 ;axis1, dist2;axis2, dist3;axis3) 

PTSS=(dis1;axis) 

5 

5(gen#) 

5LD 

5LE 

5LM (0) 

5LM (1) 

Set synchronized absolute target position 
*~~ 

Set supplemental synchronized absolute target 
position * ~~ 

Instantly stop motor 

Instantly stop trajectory generator (gen#) 

Disable software travel limits 

Enable software travel limits 

Make a soft limit only trigger the flag, but not cause 
a fault 

Make s soft limit trigger the flag and cause a fault 
(defau It mode) 

SLN=expression 

SLP=expression 

T=expression 

TH=expression 

VT=expression 

VTS=expression 

X 

X( gen#) 

Set the negative software travel limit 

Set the positive software travel limit 

Set the commanded torque while in MT mode 

Set maximum allowable thermal limit (degrees C) 

Set the velocity target for a move 

Set synchronized velocity target for a move 
* @:JMamlON c,~ 

Decelerate to a stop at present deceleration rate 

Decelerate to a stop , trajectory generate (gen#) 

Status Commands: 
Ba 

Be 

Bh 

Bi(O) 

Bi(1) 

Bj(O) 

Bj(1) 

Bk 

BI 

Bls 

Bm 

Bms 

Bo 

Bp 

Bps 

Br 

Brs 

Bs 

Bt 

Bv 

Bw 

Bx(O) 

Bx(1) 

CLK=expression 

ERRC 

ERRW 

F5A( ) 

RAC 

RAT 

Over current bit, status word 0, bit 4 status word 
1, bil3 

Excessive position error, status word 0, bit 6 

Excessive temperature occurred, status word 0, bit 5 

Rising Edge Capture on Encoder 0 (internal), 
status word 1, bit 2 

Rising Edge Capture on Encoder 1 (external), 
status word 1, bit 6 

Falling Edge Capture on Encoder 0 (internal), 

Falling Edge Capture on Encoder 1 (external), 
status word 1, bit 7 

Main program checksum error, program is corrupt 
and cannot run, status word 2, bit 15 

Left (-) over travel limit, status word 0, bit 13 

Left (-) over travel software limit occurred, status 
word 1, bit 13 

Left (-) over travel limit active, status word 0 , bit 15 

Left (-) over travel software limit active, status 
word 1, bit 15 

Motor is off, status word 0, bit 1 

Right (+) over travel limit active, status word 0, bit 14 

Right (+) over travel software limit active, status 
word 1, bit 14 

Right (+) over travel limit, status word 0, bit 12 

Right (+) over travel software limit occurred, 
status word 1, bit 12 

Command Syntax error note, status word 2, bit 14 

Trajectory in progress, status word 0, bit 2 

Velocity limit, status word 0, bit 7 

Wrap around occurred, position wrapped through 
+1- 2A 31 , status word 3 , bit 3 

H a rdwa re i n d ex input probe sta tefor intern a I en c ode r, 

status word 1, bit 8 

Hardware i n de x i n put probe sta tefor exte rn al encode r, 

status word 1, bit 9 

System Clock value in milliseconds 

Get most recent command error code 

WherelWho commanded most recent error 

FSA(O,O) is default, sets all types of 
faults to result in MTS 

Report commanded acceleration 

Report target acceleration 

* ~~ These commands require Combitronic with -C or -ON product configuration option to execute. 
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Command Set Overview 

Ra 

Rab[O] 

Raf[O] 

Ral[O] 

Raw[O] 

REPTR 

RCKS 

RB(sw,b) 

RCLK 

RCTR(O) 

RCTR(1) 

RDEA 

RDEL 

RDT 

REA 

REL 

RI (0) 

RI (1) 

RIN(#) 

RIN(W,O) 

RINA(A,#) 

RINA(\f, #) 

RINA(V1,#) 

RJ(O) 

RJ(1) 

RMFDIV 

RMFMUL 

RMODE 

RPA 

RPC 

RPC(gen#) 

RPMA 

RPML 

RPMT 

RPRA 

RPRC 

RPRT 

RPT 

RRES 

RSLN 

RSLP 

RSP 

RSP1 

RTH 

Report value of variable 'a' 

Report value of ab[O] 

Report floating point value of af[O] 

Report value of al[O] 

Report value of aw[O] 

Reports EEPROM pointer value 

Report Checksum 

Report status bit, b, from status word, sw 

Report system clock in milliseconds 

Report present value of internal encoder 

Report present value of external encoder 

Report actual derivative error 

Report commanded derivative error limit 

Report target deceleration 

Report actual following error 

Report commanded following error limit 

Report wh ere the rising edge of the internal index 
was detected 

Report where the rising edge of the external index 
was detected 

Report the state of a 1/0 

Report the first word of local 1/0 

Reports analog input value for a given 1/0 defined 
by # 

Reports voltage level (scaled from supply) of 
analog input value for a given 1/0 defined by # 

Reports voltage level (scaled 0-5 VDC) of analog 
input value for a given 1/0 defined by # 

Report where the falling edge of the internal index 
was detected 

Report where the falling edge of the external 
index was detected 

Report Divisor 

Report Multiplier 

Report mode of operation 

Report present actual position 

Report present commanded position 

Report commanded position for trajectory generator 
(gen#) 

Report the current modulo counter 

Report position modulo limit 

Report the most recent setting of PMT (position 
modulo target) 

Report actual relative position 

Report commanded relative position 

Report present relative target position 

Report present target position 

Report encoder resolution of motor 

Report value of negative software limit 

Report value of positive software limit 

Report sampling rate and firmware version 

Report firmware revision date 

Report maximum allowable thermal limit 

RTMR(x) 

RT 

RVC 

RVT 

RUIA 

RUJA 

RVA 

RW( value ) 

Z(sw,b) 

Za 

Ze 

Zh 

ZI 

Zis 

Zr 

Zrs 

Zs 

ZS 

Zw 

Report timer x (present time left in milliseconds) 

Report commanded torque 

Report commanded velocity 

Report target velocity 

Reports current (Amps=UIAl100) 

Reports bus voltage (Volts=UJAl10) 

Report actual velocity 

Report status word 

Clears/zeros status word bits 

Reset over current bit 

Reset position error bit 

Reset over temperature bit 

Reset left(-) historical limit bit 

Reset left(-) software historical limit bit 

Reset right(+) historical limit bit 

Reset right( +) software historical limit bit 

Reset syntax error bit 

Clear all errors, reset system latches to power up 
state 

Reset wraparound bit 

Variable Commands: 
a=expression 

ab[x]=expression 

af[x]=expression 

al[x]=expression 

Variable, 32 bit signed integers, a-z, aa-zz, 
aaa-zzz, 78 total variables 

Array variables, 8 bit byte arrays, x can be 0-203 

Floating point array variables, x can be 0-7 

Array variables, 32 bit long arrays, x can be 0-50 

aw[x]=expression Array variables, 16 bit word arrays, x can be 0-101 

EPTR=expression EEPROM pointer, non-volatile memory, use 
before VLD and VST commands 

VLD( variable,quantity) 

VST( variab/e,quantity) 

Load values from EEPROM to variables 
starting at EPTR location 

Store values to EEPROM from variables 
starting at EPTR location 

Other Commands: 
LOCKP 

UPLOAD 

Disable program (EEPROM) upload 

Upload the program 

OCHN(RS2,0,N, 9600, 1,8, C, 1000) Default: (RS232,chan=0, no parity, 
9600 baud, 1 stopbit, 8 data bits, command,1 000 ms timeout) 

PRINT("Hello World",#13) Print command to say "Hello 
World", see print section for more detailed examples 

PRI NT1 ("Hello World",#13) Print command to say "Hello World" 
on channel 1 , see print section for more detailed example 

Note: See users guide for complete list of commands and full 
syntax. 

Many commands such as Cam mode and dual trajectory mode 
commands are not fully explained here. 

••.••.••.• Moog Inc., Animatics • ALL integrated motor products made by Moog Animatics are covered by patent number 5,912,541 
teL: 408.748.8721 • fax: 408.748.8725 • v.ww.animatics.com 
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Appendix D: Matlab Conversion and Basic Motion Code 

function [ s ] = motor_start_up( cport ) 
%MOTOR START UP Conencts to Animatics SmartMotor given a specified COM port 
% Communicates with an Animatics SmartMotor through a serial port. The 
% function also removes the hardware limits and clears fault history 

s = serial(cport); % creates serial port object 
% set all the properties of the port 
s.BaudRate 9600; 
s.DataBits 
s.Terminator 
s.RequestToSend 
s.FlowControl 
s.DataTerminalReady 
s.parity 

8 ; 
' LF/CR ' ; 
' off ' ; 
' software ' ; 
' off ' ; 
' none ' ; 

fopen(s); % connect serial port object to the motor 
disp( ' Connected to motor ' ) 

% remove hardware limits and 
initilize ~ [ ' EIGN(2) EIGN(3) 
fprintf (s, initilize) 

end 

clears 
ZS ' ] ; 

fault history 

function [ dist_motor ] = calc_position ( dist in ) 
%CALC POSITION Converts metric units to motor encoder units 
% 12.5 mm/rev for Animatics Smartmotor, with 4000 enc. units/rev 

dist = dist in*25.4; % converts distance from inches to mm 
p_motor = -(dist/12.5)*4000; % position in encoder units 
dist motor 
end 

num2str(p_motor); 

function [ vel_motor] = calc velocity( vel inps ) 
%CALC VELOCITY Converts metric units to motor units 
% 12.5 mm/rev for Animatics Smartmotor, with 32769 enc.units/s per 
% rev / s 

vel = vel 
v motor = 

vel motor 
end 

inps*25.4; % converts in/s to mm/s 
(vel/12.5)*32768; % velocity in encoder units 

num2str(v_motor); 
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functi o n [ accel_motor J = calc accel( accel inps ) 
%CALC ACCEL Converts metric units to encoder units 
% 12.5 mm/rev for Animatics Smartmotor , with 4.096 encoder units/s A 2 per 
% rev/s A 2 

accel = accel inps*25.4; % converts in/s A 2 to mm/s A 2 
a motor = (accel/12.5)*32768; % acceleration in encoder units 
accel motor 
end 

num2str(a_motor); 

% waves video.m 
% ENGR 090: Senior Design 
% Code that produces a specified number of waves 

s motor start up( 'COM3 ' ); % connect to the motor 

waves = input( ' Enter number of waves: I ); 

pt = calc_position(12); % determine encoder units for a 12 in. stroke 

disp( ' Press space bar to start motion ' ) 
pause 

% commands to reset the origin at the point close to the motor 
init command = [ 'MV VT=20000 ADT=100 G' J % slowly move towards the motor in 
% velocity mode 
fprintf(s, init command) 
disp( ' Press space bar to stop motion and set origin ' ) % press space bar to 
% stop motion 
pause 
fprintf(s, 
fprintf(s, 

' X' ) % decelerate to a stop 
' 0 =0 ' ) % reset the origin 

disp( 'Press space bar to start waves ' ) 
pause 

for i = l:waves % for the number of waves specfied 

end 

command [ ' MP VT=2400000 ADT=500 PT= ' , pt, G' J % move to distance 
% using absolute position mode 

fprintf(s, command) 
pause(1.5) % wait 1.5 s before moving the motor backwards. This number 
% may need to be altered if a different stroke , speed or acceleration 
% is used 

fprintf(s, ' VT=220000 PT=O G' ) % return to the origin slowly 
pause(4) % wait 4 s before moving forward again 

disp( 'Run is done' ) 
fclose(s) % close communication to motor 
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% relative mode.m 
% ENGR 090: Senior Design 
% Relative Motion Command to Animatics Smartmotor 
% moves motor 2000 counts, 3 times 
% 4/15/2014 

s = serial( ' COM3 ' ); % creates serial port object 
% set all the properties of the port 
s.BaudRate 9600; 
s.DataBits 
s.Terminator 
s.RequestToSend 
s.FlowControl 
s.DataTerminalReady 
s.parity 

8 ; 
' LF/CR ' ; 
' off ' ; 
' sof tware ' ; 
' off ' ; 
' none ' ; 

fopen(s); % connect serial port object to the motor 
disp( ' Connected to motor ' ) 

% remove hardware limits, set velocity and acceleration 
initilize ~ [ ' EIGN(2) EIGN(3) ZS ' ]; 
fprintf (s, initilize) 

% move absolute position -125000 
command ~ [ ' WAIT~5 MP VT~ 400000 ADT~ 1000 PT~-125000 G' ]; 
fprintf(s, command) 
pause(2.7) 

% move using relative motion forwards and backwards 125000 encoder units 
fprintf(s, ' PRT~125000 G' ) 
pause(2.7) 
fprintf(s, ' PRT~-125000 G' ) 
pause(2.7) 
fprintf(s, ' PRT~125000 G' ) 

disp ( ' Run is over ' ) 
fclose(s); % close communication 
disp( ' Communication closed ' ) 

% specify_position.m 
% Initial code to verify position travelled is accurate 
% ENGR 090: Senior Design 

s = serial( ' COM3 ' ); % creates serial port object 
% set all the properties of the port 
s.BaudRate 9600; 
s.DataBits 
s.Terminator 
s.RequestToSend 
s.FlowControl 
s.DataTerminalReady 

8 ; 
' LF/CR ' ; 
' off ' ; 
' software ' ; 
' off ' ; 
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s.parity = ' none ' ; 

fopen(s); % connect serial port object to the motor 
disp( ' Connected to motor ' ) 

% remove hardware limits, set velocity and acceleration 
initilize ~ [ ' EIGN(2) EIGN(3) ZS ' J; 
fprintf(s, initilize) 

% move to desired location 
dist = 100; % distance in mm 
p ~ -(dist/12.5)*4000; % 12.5 mm/rev, 4000 motor units/rev 
command = [ ' WAIT=5 MP VT=100000 ADT=1000 PT= ' , num2str(p), , G' J 

fprintf(s, command) 

disp( ' Run is over ' ) 
fclose(s); % close communication 
disp( ' Communication closed ' ) 
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Appendix E: Airy Wave Code 

% wave results.m 
% produce a single wave based on Airy linearized/small amplitude wave 
% theory 
% ENGR 090: Senior Design 

% constants 
g ~ 32.2*12; % gravity (in/sA2) 

% input wave parameters 
d input ( ' Water depth ' ) ; % (in) 
H input ( ' Wave height ' ) ; % (in) 
T input ( ' Wave period ' ) ; % (in) 

% iterative process to determine wavelength 
LO = T*sqrt(g*d); % start with shallow water waves 
Lnew = LO+l; % make sure Lnew is initially set to be larger than LO 
while (abs(Lnew-LO) )/LO > 0.0001 

LO = Lnew; % update initial value 
Lnew ~ ((g*T A2)/(2*pi))*tanh( (2*pi*d)/LO); % full transitional wave 

length 
end 
L = Lnew % assign wavelength to most current wavelength 

kp = (2*pi)/L; % progressive wave number 
sigma ~ (2*pi)/T; 

% complete plane wave-maker theory 
a 2*(cosh(2*kp*d)-1); 
b sinh(2*kp*d)+2*kp*d; 
S H/ (a/b) 

% simplified plane wave-maker theory 
S simp ~ H/(kp*d) 

% connect to motor 
s = motor start up( ' COM3 ' ); % connect to motor through serial port 

pt = calc_position(S); % position trajectory (motor units) 
wavemaker vel = 4*S/T; % velocity of wave - maker 
v = calc velocity(wavemaker vel) % calculator velocity (motor units) 

% commands to reset the origin if needed 
% ------------------------
init_command = [ ' WAIT=5 MV VT=20000 ADT= 100 G' J % move paddle slowly towards 
% the motor/front of the wave flume 
fprintf(s, init command) 
disp( ' Press space bar to stop motion and set origin ' ) 
pause 
fprintf(s, ' X' ) % decelerate to a stop 
fprintf(s, ' 0=5000 ' ) % reset origin to slightly more than 0 to leave 
% space for error 
% ----------------------------
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fprintf(s, [ ' MP ADT~5 00 VT~ 8 0 000 PT~O G' ]); % move to the origin 
disp( ' key t o s t art mo t i o n ' ) 
pause 
pause(5) 
command = [ ' WAIT=5 MP ADT=500 VT= ' v, , PT= ' , pt, , G' ]; % create single wave 
fprintf(s, command) 

disp( ' Press space key t o re t urn to origin ' ) 
pause 
return command = [ ' VT= 80000 PT= O G' ]; % return to the origin 
fprintf(s, return command) 

disp( ' Run is done ' ) 
fclose(s) 

% wave_maker try.m 
% Code produces necessary stroke and velocity to produce desired waves 
% given a piston-type wavemaker. 
% ENGR 090: Senior Design 

% constants 
g ~ 32.2*12; % gravity (in/sA2) 

% input wave parameters 
d input( ' Water dept h ' ) ; % (in) 
H input( ' Wave heigh t ' ) ; % (in) 
T input( ' Wave period ' ) ; % (in) 

% iterative process to determine wavelength 
LO = T*sqrt(g*d); % start with shallow water waves 
Lnew = LO+l; % make sure Lnew is initially set to be larger than LO 
while (abs(Lnew-LO) )/LO > 0.0001 

LO = Lnew; % update initial value 
Lnew ~ ((g*T A2)/(2*pi))*tanh( (2*pi*d)/LO); % full transitional wave 

length 
end 
L = Lnew % assign wavelength to most current wavelength 

kp = (2*pi)/L; % progressive wave number 
sigma ~ (2*pi)/T; 

% complete plane wave-maker theory 
a 2*(cosh(2*kp*d)-1); 
b sinh(2*kp*d)+2*kp*d; 
S H/(a/b) 

% simplified plane wavemaker theory 
S simp ~ H/(kp*d) 

C = L/T; % wave celerity (in/s) 

t tot = input( ' Time of run = I ); % time length of run (s) 
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t = linspace(O, t_tot); 
eta (H/2)*cos(0*kp-sigma*t+(pi/2)); % water surface elevation 

% plot a figure of the water surface elevation 
figure(l) 
plot(t, eta+d) 
xlabel( ' Time (s) I ); 
ylabel( ' Wave-maker water displacement (in) I ); 

title( ' Wave-maker Water Displacement ' ); 
axis([O t tot 0 d+H]) 

% ask user if the desired waveform is correct 
check = input( ' Is this waveform correct? l S i ); 
if check == ' yes ' 

disp( ' Move motion is set ' ) 
else 

disp( ' Not what you wanted ' ) 
end 

% connect to motor 
s = motor start up( ' COM3 ' ); % connect to motor through serial port 

% calculate wavemotion 
movements = t tot/(T/2); % total number of paddle movements 
pt = calc_position(S); % position trajectory (motor units) 
wavemaker vel = S/(T/4); % wave velocity based on stroke and period 
v = calc velocity(wavemaker vel) % calculator velocity in encoder units 

% initial motion command , return to zero: verify zero position is correct 
init command ~ [ ' WAIT~5 MV VT~20000 ADT~lOO G' ] 
fprintf(s, init command) 
disp( ' Press space bar to stop motion and set origin ' ) 
pause 
fprintf(s, ' X' ) 

% move to center of stroke 
input( ' Press any key to move to center of motion : ' ) 
init command2 ~ [ ' WAIT~5 MP VT~lOOOOO ADT~lOOO PT~ ' , num2str(str2num(pt)/2), 
, G' ] 

fprintf(s, init command2) 

% determine pause needed [could not get this portion to work] 
% a = 1000; % acceleration in motor units 
% t a = abs(str2num(v)/a) % t=v/a (time to reach desired velocity) 
% y = 0.5*a*t_a A 2; % distance moved in t a time 
% pt_prime = pt-2*y; 
% t_prime = abs(pt_prime)/abs(v) % time of rest of motion 
% t_move = 2*t_a+t_prime 
t_move =(abs(str2num(pt)/str2num(v)) )*1.5 % time needed to make move 
t move=2; 

input( ' Press any key to begin ' ) 
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% move to forward position of stroke 
command = [ ' WAIT=5 VT= ' v, , PT= ' , pt, G' ] 

fprintf(s, command) 

% for the number of waves desired 
for i = 2:movements 

if mod(i,2) == 1; % odd number of movements 
% move forward 
mcommand = [ ' PT= ' , pt, , VT=' , v, G' ] 

pause(6) 
disp ( ' forward ' ) 

else % even number of movements 
% move backward 
mcommand ~ [ ' PT~ O VT~240000 G' ] 
pause (t_move) 

end 

di sp ( ' backward ' ) 
end 
fprintf(s, mcommand) 

% return to center 
pause (t_move) 
lcommand = [ ' PT= ' , num2str (str2num (pt) /2), , G' ] 
fprintf(s, lcommand) 

disp ( ' Run is done ' ) 
fclose(s) 
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Appendix F: Wave Flume User Guide 

WAVE FLUME USER GUIDE 

Department of Engineering 

Swarthmore College 

May 6,2014 

User Guide Created by Katie Samuelson 
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Chapter 1: Assembly of Wave Flume 

The wave flume contains four prtmary components: substructure, flume, wake-maker, and 

damping mechanism. 

ubstructure 
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Substructure 

The substructure is constructed ofUnistrut™ and is divided into three components 
as labeled below. The section numbers shown in the figure are used throughoutthis guide 
in referring to each component where the'S' indicates substructure. Each component 
contains wheels for mobility purposes. 

51 , 52 53 

~ ==== 

\IJ 

Unassembled, the substructure contains six parts that must be assembled. These parts are 
shown below. 

Part: Sl 

Quantity: 1 

Description: Sl is the first third of the 
substructure and is the section where the 
wave-maker is attached to and the 1996 
portion of the flume sits on. The double 
channel piece ofUnistrut™ thatthe flume 
rests on is not originally included in this 
part. 

Part: S2 

Quantity: 1 

Description: This portion of the 
substructure is the middle portion of the 
wave flume substructure. Similar to Sl, 
the double piece ofUnistrut™ is not 
originally included. 

. . 1:0 
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Part: S3 

Quantity: I 

Description: At the end of the wave flume, ~ 
this section of the substructure is where ~ 

the damping mechanism is located. S3 
contains a short section of double ~. 

~ 
Unistrut'M already assembled which 

~ 

accounts for the lack of distance from the ~ 

20 ft. piece. 

Part: P1001C 20 ft. 

Quantity: 2 

M Description: Unistrut'M PIOOIC channels at 
"" 

20 ft.length that flume rests on. 

Part: PIOOIC 6 ft. % in. 

Quantity: I 

~ n Description: This piece of PIOOIC is used 
at the beginning of the flume to laterally 
attach both sides together. 

Part: PIOOO 6 ft. % in. 

Quantity: 5 

Description: The PIOOO sections are ~ [J 
placed laterally connecting the two 20 ft. 
PIOOIC pieces at the vertical supports. 
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The following steps can be taken to assemble the substructure. 

Place Sl in the location the wave flume is desired. Ensure that there is at least 24 ft. of 
space available from the front of the wave flume towards the direction the substructure is 
being constructed. 

Front of Wave Flume 

51 

Attach S2 to Sl using P1067 Unistrut'M fittings. Place S2 next to Sl so the P1000 
Unistrut™ channeling on the bottom of the substructure is flush with the P1000 channel on 
the other part of the substructure. A blue '+' is marked on the Sl and S2 P1000 channel 
indicating what sections should go together. Shims may need to be placed beneath the 
wheel to align these pieces. 

51 52 

Use Unistrut™ P1067 to connectthe two substructure sections. This will require placing 
four Unistrut™ spring nuts in the P1000 channel and boltthe P1067 piece to both sections. 
Ifa gap exists between the Sl and S2, a clamp can be used and attached to the lateral 
bracing at the bottom of the flume. 

P1067 

000 0 

o 0 0 0 
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Connect S3 to the Sl & S2 substructure using P1D67 fittings. Connect S3 to S2 by 
matching up the blue '0' and using P1D67 fittings to connect the pieces. Again, clamps can 
be used to bring these sections together and shims can be used to line up the channel. 

51 S2 53 

\Ir 

Place the 2D ft. P1DD1C channel on the substructure. P1736 fittings are located on the 
vertical channeling so the 2D ft. P1DD1C channel can be placed in these fittings atthe 
appropriate height. A spring nut and bolt should make the P1DD1C snug tightto the 
remaining structure but not very tight to allow for leveling in future steps. Additionally, 
the P1DD1C channel should be oriented so one of the 'U' segments is pointing downward 
and the other sideways pointing 'U' shape is pointing towards the center of the 
substructure. 

/ 
20ft P1001CCh anne 

Ill" 
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PI COIC 10ft. 
Channe 

Use Pl067 fittings to connectthe 20 ft PlOOlC channel to the smaller PlOOlC channel on 53. 
There will be two PID67 fittings on each side of the substructure with a connection on the bottom 
portion and on the side. Again, do not fully tigheten these bolts but leave them snug tight for 
adjustment later. 

P1067 

Level the flume. Place shims underneath the wheels to make the base primarily level. Once the 
base is level, tap the PIDDle channel to make the top portion level. 

Tighten all connections. Secure the substructure by tightening the connections that were 
previously snug tight. 

Replace or place foam along sections that will be in contact with the flume. 
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Flume 

The flume is constructed from Plexiglass and contains three parts. Similar to the 
substructure, each part is labeled Fl, F2 or F3 as shown below. 

Unassembled the wave flume consists ofthree components. 

Part: Fl 

Quantity: 1 

Description: Sl is the firstthird of the 

substructure and is the section where the 
wave-maker is attached to and the 1996 

portion of the flume sits on. The double 
channel piece of U nistrut'M thatthe flume 

rests on is not originally included in this 

part. 
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Part: F2 

Quantity: 1 

Description: This portion of the 
substructure is the middle portion of the 
wave flume substructure. Similar to Sl, the 
double piece of Unistrut'M is not originally 

included. 

Part: F3 

Quantity: 1 

Description: Atthe end of the wave flume, 
this section of the substructure is where 
the damping mechanism is located. S3 
contains a short section of double 
Unistrut'M already assembled which 
accounts for the lack of distance from the 
20 ft piece. 

The following steps can be used to assemble the flume. 

Carefully place end F3 in the substructure portion S3. Care should be taken to place the flume 
in straight to avoid scrapping the foam offthe sides ofthe substructure. Make sure the flume is 
hitting the end ofthe substructure. 

F3 

F P 

/OJ 

Carefully place F2 into the substructure. This section should be place approximately an inch 
from F3. 
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F2 F3 

i=== ==" 

Iif 

Place silicone caulking along the "tongue and groove" joint. 

Use a jack to push F2 and F3 together. The excess caulking can either be wiped off or left to dry 
and then removed with a razor blade. 

F2 F3 

w 

Carefully place Fl in the substructure leave a slight gap between Fl and F2. 

Fl F2 F3 

~ 

Iif 
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Use E-9000 adhesive to glue together Fl and F2. This adhesive requries it to be applied to both 
sides of the flume and let sit for 2 minutes before being pushed together. Once dried a razor can be 
used to remove excess glue from sides and interior ofthe flume. 

Apply silicon caulking along the edge of the flume at at the joints. Be sure to apply a generous 
amount of caulking at the joints as these are the places that the flume tends to leak. 
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Wave-Maker 

The wave-maker contains the motor and actuator system from Moog Animatics as well as a 
Plexiglass paddle and connecting pieces. 

Motor! Actuator System 

Plexiglass Paddle 

The wave-maker system consists of seven components that need to be assembled. 

Part: Plexiglass Paddle 

Quantity: 1 

Description: The Plexiglass paddle fits 

over the actuator and attaches to the 

carriage of the motor actuator system. 

Part: Motor and Acuator System 

Quantity: 1 

Description: The SM23165DT and HLD60 

Internal Rollers from Moog Animatics 

Smartmotor comprise the Motor and 

Acutator system 
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Part: Clip Angle 

~ 
Quantity: 1 

Description: 2 1/2 in. x 2 1/2 in . 
aluminum clip angle used to connect the 
paddle to the carriage of the actuator. 

Part: Bar Tie 

Quantity: 1 

Description: 5/8 in. x 5/8 in. aluminum ~ 
bar tie used to connect the paddle's ribs to 
the carriage of the actuator. 

Part: Clamp 

Quantity: 2 JD\ 
Description: Aluminum hat-shape clamp 
used to secure motor/actuator system to 
flume . 

Part: Channel Tie 

Quantity: 2 ~ 
Description: Aluminum piece used to 
prevent transverse motion of the actuator. 

Part: Gusset Plate 

Quantity: 2 ~ Description: Aluminum piece that the 
motor/actuator system rests on. 
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The following steps can be used to assemble the wave-maker system on the wave flume. 

Place a channel tie on the farthest end ofthe flume at Fl. Use the set screws to lock the channel 
tie in place. 

Channel 

Place the gusset plates on the wave flume. Have one gusset plate be flush against the previously 
placed channel tie and the other gusset place approximately the length of the actuator away from 
the channel tie. Use the set screws to lock the gusset plate close to the channel tie in place, but do 
not lock the other gusset plate yet. 

Gusset Plates-, __ --."'" 
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Set the motor and actuator system on the gusset plates. Adjust the end gusset plate so the end 
of the actuator is flush with the end of the gusset plate. Lock the gusset plate in place. 
Approximately center the carriage in the center of the flume. At this stage it is not necessary to 
have the motor and actuator system directly centered. 

Place the other channel tie againt the end ofthe actuator and gusset plate. Lock the channel 
tie in place. 

Slide the Plexiglass paddle on the actutor using the non-motor end. The paddle can rest on the 
actuator for the moment and does not have to be attached yet. 
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Plexigass Pac!dle·___...,..)'tl-... 

Center the paddle-motor-actuator system so the paddle sits in the center of the flume with a 
little clearance on both sides. Use the hat-like clamps to secure the motor and actutator 

system in place. The clamps contain set screws to enable fine tune adjustments. 

Use the clip angle to secure the paddle to the carriage on the actuator. 
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ClipAngi 

Secure the paddle ribs to the carriage of the actuator using the aluminum bartie. 
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Damping Mechanism 

The damping mechanism is an adjustable 115 ft. beach made of Yz in. Plexiglass. The beach is 

completely removable if a damping mechanism is not desirable. 

The damping mechanism consists of 3 components that need to be assembled. 

Part: Beach 

Quantity: 1 

Description: The Plexiglass paddle fits 
over the actuator and attaches to the 
carriage of the motor actuator system. 

Part: Beach End 

Quantity: 1 
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Description: Plexiglass removeable ~ 
beach end with holes every 1 in. along 

Plexiglass bars. 

~ 

Part: Pegs 

Quantity: 4 

~ 
Description: Brass pegs to be placed in ~ the beach end for adjustable beach 

height. 

The following steps can be used to assemble the removable damping mechanism in the wave flume. 

Place the brass bars at the desired heights in the beach end. Once the beach end is placed in 
the flume, the bars can only be moved to a different height by removing the beach from the flume 

and readjusting the bars. 

Beach End 

Bars 
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Clamp the beach end with pegs in the wave flume. The beach end goes in the section of the 
wave flume away from the wave-maker system. 

Place the beach in the flume and rest the groove in the bottom ofthe beach on a peg. Be 
careful when putting the beach in the flume as the sharp edges of the beach can cut open the caulk 
on the joints. 
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Wave Flume: 
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Chapter 2: Connecting Wave-maker System to Computer 

A PC computer, 24-40 V power supply, Animatis SM23165DT motor, and CBLSM1-xM cable are 
necessary to connect and communicate with the wave-maker. 

A schematic of the setup and communication setup is shown below. 

HLD60 Internal Roller 
Actuator 

PC 

KITUSB232485 CBLSM1-xM 

PS24V8AG-110 
or PS42VSAG-110-

Animatics 
,...,..-- SM23165DT Motor 

Agilent N5746A 
Power Supply 

MOOG Animatics (2014). SmartMotor User's Guide 

* Ensure the power supply is set at 40 V_ The Smartmotor can be powered on 24-48 VDC so 
setting the power supply at 40 V would not exceed the range power required by the motor. If the 
power su pply is not large enough, staling would occur when the motor needs to move at a certain 
velocity or push a certain amount of water. 
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Chapter 3: Running Wave-maker Using Animatics SMI Software 

The wave-maker can be run using the Animatics SMI Software. The following steps can be used to 

connect with and make the motor run using the basic velocity mode. See the Animatics Smartmotor 

User Guide for additional motion commands. 

Open the SMI software. If the software is not already installed on the computer, it can be 

downloaded from the Animatics Smartmotor website. 

Upon opening the software, a screen will appear as shown below. The Terminal Window, black 

background, will be used to directly send commands to the motor while the Configuration Window 

will be used to obtain communication with the motor. 

Configuration Window Terminal Window 

Turn power supply on. A red LED light will appear on the motor. This indicates that the motor is 

on and receiving power but is not connected. 

Right click on COM port under the Detected Configuration tab in the Configuration window 

and select 'Detect Motors on RS-232 Chain'. 
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When prompted, select 'Yes' to address the motor. 

' = @OJ rn l 

After the motor has been detected and addressed, the following commands must be entered 
to the terminal window in order to clear the motor limits. This set must be performed every 
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time the motor is turned on. EIGN(2), EIGN(3), ZS. The LED on the motor will now turn to a flashing 

green, indicating that the motor is ready to move. 

Sm.rtMoto,mtorloc . 

• ,_. -,,1'...., . 9:52AM 
I'!.I'''' SJanc14 

Use the velocity mode to make the motor move. Type the following commands. Note that the 

software is sensitive to spaces. MV VT=-80000 ADT=100 G. To get the current position during 

motion, type RPA. 
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SmortMoto,lntorf""e 

De!ecl .... S""'lfA otor' "Com3" 
Addess .... lhe motors C«YJeClod 10 pori "Com3" 
One motor ,,,, deteclod 
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Chapter 4: Running Wave-maker Using Matlab 

function [ s ] = motor_start_up( cport ) 
%MOTOR START UP Conencts to Animatics SmartMotor given a specified COM port 
% Communicates with an Animatics SmartMotor through a serial port. The 
% function also removes the hardware limits and clears fault history 

s = serial(cport); % creates serial port object 
% set all the properties of the port 
s.BaudRate 9600; 
s.DataBits 
s.Terminator 
s.RequestToSend 
s.FlowControl 
s.DataTerminalReady 
s.parity 

8 ; 
' LF/CR' ; 
' off ' ; 
' software' ; 
' off ' ; 
' none' ; 

fopen(s); % connect serial port object to the motor 
disp( ' Connected to motor ' ) 

% remove hardware limits and 
initilize ~ [ 'EIGN(2) EIGN(3) 
fprintf (s, initilize) 

end 

clears 
ZS ' ] ; 

fault history 

function [ dist_motor ] = calc_position ( dist in ) 
%CALC POSITION Converts metric units to motor encoder units 
% 12.5 mm/rev for Animatics Smartmotor, with 4000 enc. units/rev 

dist = dist in*25.4; % converts distance from inches to mm 
p_motor = -(dist/12.5)*4000; % position in encoder units 
dist motor 
end 

num2str(p_motor); 

function [ vel_motor] = calc velocity( vel inps ) 
%CALC VELOCITY Converts metric units to motor units 
% 12.5 mm/rev for Animatics Smartmotor, with 32769 enc.units/s per 
% rev / s 

vel = vel inps*25.4; % converts in/s to mm/s 
v motor = (vel/12.5)*32768; % velocity in encoder units 
vel motor num2str(v_motor); 
end 
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functi o n [ accel_motor J = calc accel( accel inps ) 
%CALC ACCEL Converts metric units to encoder units 
% 12.5 mm/rev for Animatics Smartmotor , with 4.096 encoder units/s A 2 per 
% rev/s A 2 

accel = accel inps*25.4; % converts in/s A 2 to mm/s A 2 
a motor = (accel/12.5)*32768; % acceleration in encoder units 
accel motor 
end 

num2str(a_motor); 

% waves video.m 
% ENGR 090: Senior Design 
% Code that produces a specified number of waves 

s motor start up( 'COM3 ' ); % connect to the motor 

waves = input( ' Enter number of waves: I ); 

pt = calc_position(12); % determine encoder units fo r a 12 in. stroke 

disp( ' Press space bar to start motion ' ) 
pause 

% commands to reset the origin at the point close to the motor 
init command = [ 'MV VT=20000 ADT=100 G' J % slowly move towards the motor in 
% velocity mode 
fprintf(s, init command) 
disp( ' Press space bar to stop motion and set origin ' ) % press space bar to 
% stop motion 
pause 
fprintf(s, 
fprintf(s, 

' X' ) % decelerate to a stop 
' 0 =0 ' ) % reset the origin 

disp( 'Press space bar to start waves ' ) 
pause 

for i = l:waves % for the number of waves specfied 
command [ ' MP VT=2400000 ADT=500 PT= ' , pt, G' J % move to distance 

end 

% using absolute position mode 

fprintf(s, command) 
pause(1.5) % wait 1.5 s before moving the motor backwards. This number 
% may need to be altered if a different stroke, speed or acceleration 
% is used 

fprintf(s, ' VT=220000 PT=O G' ) % return to the origin slowly 
pause(4) % wait 4 s before moving forward again 

disp ( 'Run is done' ) 
fclose(s) % close communication to motor 
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% relative mode.m 
% ENGR 090: Senior Design 
% Relative Motion Command to Animatics Smartmotor 
% moves motor 2000 counts, 3 times 
% 4/15/2014 

s = serial( ' COM3 ' ); % creates serial port object 
% set all the properties of the port 
s.BaudRate 9600; 
s.DataBits 
s.Terminator 
s.RequestToSend 
s.FlowControl 
s.DataTerminalReady 
s.parity 

8 ; 
' LF/CR ' ; 
' off ' ; 
' sof tware ' ; 
' off ' ; 
' none ' ; 

fopen(s); % connect serial port object to the motor 
disp( ' Connected to motor ' ) 

% remove hardware limits, set velocity and acceleration 
initilize ~ [ ' EIGN(2) EIGN(3) ZS ' ]; 
fprintf (s, initilize) 

% move absolute position -125000 
command ~ [ ' WAIT~5 MP VT~ 400000 ADT~ 1000 PT~-125000 G' ]; 
fprintf(s, command) 
pause(2.7) 

% move using relative motion forwards and backwards 125000 encoder units 
fprintf(s, ' PRT~125000 G' ) 
pause(2.7) 
fprintf(s, ' PRT~-125000 G' ) 
pause(2.7) 
fprintf(s, ' PRT~125000 G' ) 

disp ( ' Run is over ' ) 
fclose(s); % close communication 
disp( ' Communication closed ' ) 

% specify_position.m 
% Initial code to verify position travelled is accurate 
% ENGR 090: Senior Design 

s = serial( ' COM3 ' ); % creates serial port object 
% set all the properties of the port 
s.BaudRate 9600; 
s.DataBits 
s.Terminator 
s.RequestToSend 
s.FlowControl 
s.DataTerminalReady 

8 ; 
' LF/CR ' ; 
' off ' ; 
' software ' ; 
' off ' ; 
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s.parity = ' none ' ; 

fopen(s); % connect serial port object to the motor 
disp( ' Connected to motor ' ) 

% remove hardware limits, set velocity and acceleration 
initilize ~ [ ' EIGN(2) EIGN(3) ZS ' J; 
fprintf (s, initilize) 

% move to desired location 
dist = 100; % distance in mm 
p ~ -(dist/12.5)*4000; % 12.5 mm/rev, 4000 motor units/rev 
command = [ ' WAIT=5 MP VT=100000 ADT=1000 PT= ' , num2str (p), , G ' ] 

fprintf(s, command) 

disp ( ' Run is over ' ) 
fclose(s); % close communication 
disp( ' Communication closed ' ) 
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Appendices: 

Appendix A: Recommended Length o/Stability Wheels 

Water Le\el Vs. Strut Length Needed from Center for 3 Factor of Safety for a 50 Ib push 
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